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Java EE 7 Developer HandbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Update your knowledge of the Enterprise Java platform through this user-friendly tutorial that's designed around real-life examples. The pragmatic approach means you'll be up to speed almost effortlessly. For intermediate users upwards.


	Overview

	
		Learn about local and remote service endpoints,...
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Contemporary Logic DesignPrentice Hall, 1993
Computer hardware has experienced the most dramatic improvement in capabilities  and costs ever known to humankind. In just 40 years, we have seen room-sized  computers, with little more processing power than today's pocket calculators,  evolve into fingernail-sized devices with near supercomputer performance. This  miracle has been made possible...
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TCP/IP Sockets in Java: Practical Guide for Programmers (The Practical Guides)Morgan Kaufmann, 2001

	Most Internet applications use sockets to implement network communication protocols. TCP/IP Sockets in Java: Practical Guide for Programmers, with its focused, tutorial-based coverage, helps you master the tasks and techniques essential to virtually all client-server projects using sockets in Java. Later chapters teach you to implement...
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Loosely Coupled: The Missing Pieces of Web ServicesRDS Press, 2003
This book addresses the most difficult aspects of web services including security, reliable messaging, and long-lived loosely coupled asynchronous transactions.

With its focus on the advanced topics of web services, Loosely Coupled covers a lot of ground. The book is organized so that you can read it in sequence, but you may find...
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Real-Time Java Platform ProgrammingPrentice Hall, 2002
Build powerful real-time Java platform applications.

	The authoritative reference to the Real-Time Specification for Java (RTSJ)—by one of its creators
	Complete introduction to Java-based RT development—no real-time experience necessary
	Covers scheduling, asynchronous transfer control,...
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F# Deep DivesManning Publications, 2014

	
		Summary

	
		F# Deep Dives presents a collection of real-world F# techniques, each written by expert practitioners. Each chapter presents a new use case where you'll read how the author used F# to solve a complex problem more effectively than would have been possible using a traditional approach. You'll...
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Networking Fundamentals: Wide, Local and Personal Area CommunicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	Information networking has emerged as a multidisciplinary diversified area of research over
	the past few decades. From traditional wired telephony to cellular voice telephony and from
	wired access to wireless access to the Internet, information networks have profoundly
	impacted our lifestyle. At the time of writing, over 3 billion...
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Parallel Science and Engineering Applications: The Charm++ Approach (Series in Computational Physics)CRC Press, 2013

	Developed in the context of science and engineering applications, with each abstraction motivated by and further honed by specific application needs, Charm++ is a production-quality system that runs on almost all parallel computers available. Parallel Science and Engineering Applications: The Charm++ Approach surveys a diverse and...
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Expert JavaScriptApress, 2013

	Expert JavaScript is your definitive guide to understanding how and why JavaScript behaves the way it does. Master the inner workings of JavaScript by learning in detail how modern applications are made. In covering lesser-understood aspects of this powerful language and truly understanding how it works, your JavaScript code and...
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You Don't Know JS: Scope & ClosuresO'Reilly, 2014

	
		No matter how much experience you have with JavaScript, odds are you don’t fully understand the language. This concise yet in-depth guide takes you inside scope and closures, two core concepts you need to know to become a more efficient and effective JavaScript programmer. You’ll learn how and why they work, and how an...
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Voice over 802.11 (Artech House Telecommunications Library)Artech House Publishers, 2004
An understanding of the public switched telephone network (PSTN) and how it is
potentially going to be replaced is best grasped by understanding its three major
components: access, switching, and transport. Access pertains to how a user
accesses the network. Switching refers to how a call is “switched” or routed...
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Real World OCaml: Functional programming for the massesO'Reilly, 2013

	
		This fast-moving tutorial introduces you to OCaml, an industrial-strength programming language designed for expressiveness, safety, and speed. Through the book’s many examples, you’ll quickly learn how OCaml stands out as a tool for writing fast, succinct, and readable systems code.

	
		Real World OCaml takes you...
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